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CAN based Omni controller for cars with ‘by-wire’ control capability 
 

 
Anthony Best Dynamics (ABD) supplies a range of driving robots that apply accurate and repeatable inputs to the 
steering, brakes and throttle controls of a vehicle for a wide range of vehicle development tasks.  A comprehensive 
suite of software has been developed to enable these tests to be performed easily and efficiently. 
 
The CAN-Omni controller provides an alternative to ABD’s driving robots for vehicles with built-in actuators that have 
‘drive-by-wire’ capability, and gives the possibility to perform many of the standard tests provided in ABD’s software 
without the need to install driving robots in the vehicle. With the addition of ABD’s path following software and 
connection to a suitable motion pack, the CAN-Omni can be used to control the path of the vehicle, with lateral 
accuracy of up to 2cm, as well as the speed and timing of the vehicle as it travels along the path.  
 
The CAN-Omni currently communicates with the car’s systems using CAN communications (other protocols such as 
Flexray may be developed in the future if this becomes the next standard), but this control interface is only possible 
by collaboration between ABD and the OEM.  ABD provides a standard CAN protocol which is used by some of its 
customers who use their own systems to convert the signals into a form accepted by the vehicle.  Alternatively, ABD 
has also provided customised protocols to a specification generated by the customer.   
 
The CAN-Omni can also be used as part of ABD’s Driverless Test System (DTS). The DTS allows tests to be conducted 
without a driver in the vehicle. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

                      CAN-Omni controller          

 

Summary of CAN-Omni features 
 Uses ABD’s standard robot software (and control cards) to provide a comprehensive suite of tests  

 Twin CAN interfaces – one for control and one for data gathering and transfer 

 Baud rate and message frequency for CAN communications can be configured to suit application 

 Interfaces to control PC via USB (or a PC can be embedded within the controller) 

 Data capture at up to 200Hz 

 Analogue I/O also possible for data capture and triggering purposes 

 Motion pack interface to OxTS, Genesys, imar and Racelogic products (Ethernet or CAN depending upon 
motion pack type) 

 Compatibility with ABD’s Driverless Testing System (DTS) to allow dangerous or arduous tests to be 
performed without occupants inside the vehicle   

 Powered from 12VDC (with ability to run from internal battery for short periods) 
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When used as part of a DTS system, the CAN-Omni can be interfaced with an auxiliary safety brake and ignition kill 
system (SBrake) that can stop the car in the unlikely event of a failure of the main control system, or failure of the 
CAN communications to the vehicle. The auxiliary safety system is designed with comprehensive redundancy and 
self-checking functionality to further minimise the risk of an uncontrolled vehicle.  The CAN-Omni and SBrake 
continuously send watchdog signals between each other so that in the event of a failure of one unit, the other can 
attempt to stop the vehicle.  In addition, both units are connected to a base station via a radio link which enables the 
vehicle to be programmed and controlled remotely.  The systems will also ensure that the vehicle is stopped in the 
event of a radio communications failure. 
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If you have an application for CAN-Omni, ABD would welcome the opportunity to discuss your requirements in 
detail in order to achieve the right solution for you. 
and Ignition Kill (SBAIK) unit         

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For more detailed information on this and other related products contact: 
 
Email: info@abd.uk.com    ABD has representatives throughout the world. 
Tel:  +44 (0)1225 860200    For details please refer to our website: 

        www.abd.uk.com  

All of the top 25 most successful
*
 vehicle manufacturers in 

the world use ABD technology to develop their vehicles    

*OICA World Motor Vehicle Production survey 2012 

http://www.abd.uk.com/

